43rd Issue!! FuchsiaStars Lunar Notes © December 25, 2005
Hello Everyone!
Welcome back to the 43rd issue Lunar Notes. Lunar Notes is a free monthly e-Newsletter
that discusses the cycle of the Moon as well as the symbolism of the New and Full Moon,
Eclipses and other significant planetary aspects during the upcoming month. Relationship
issues are also discussed under the Soul Mates/Relationship Section. If you missed the 1st
Issues of Lunar Notes you can locate them on my websites: www.KarmicAstrology.tv or
www.FuchsiaStars.com Any one wishing to subscribe to this newsletter can do so by
submitting your e-mail address through Yahoogroups.com and you will automatically be
subscribed to LunarNotes.
NOTICE: New Age Insights welcomes Lorraine Valente to our Reader staff. New Age
Insights is located at 105 Leonardville Road, Belford, New Jersey. Lorraine will be working
our Psychic Fair on December 31st, January 8, & January 22 from 11:30-4pm doing both
Tarot and Astrology Readings. http://newageinsights.com/
I’d like to take this moment to thank all of you who subscribe to Lunar Notes and for all of
your comments and suggestions. The first issue of Lunar Notes was distributed in July
2002 which means that Lunar Notes will be going into its it’s 4 th year! I remember sitting
down to type the first issue and when it was finally completed and ready to e-mail it off to
you, my hard drive was fried in an electrical storm! The first issue was actually distributed
from my neighbor’s house down the block!
Within the last two years both www.FuchsiaStars.com and www.KarmicAstrology.tv
websites were awarded the Spirit and Sky Award for best Spiritual websites. I am grateful
to all of you who have visited my websites and who have requested consultations. It has
been a gratifying experience getting to know many of you through either Tarot or
Astrological consultations.
I’ve recently purchased a new software module that permits me to generate beautiful Child
Reports. This report makes a wonderful gift for the new parent, a birthday gift for a
young adult or even a report for your grown child as a memento of how they probably
perceived the world and others around them during their childhood. Sometimes it’s
important to look to our past to see how we became. Our past can offer invaluable clues to
our present circumstances. You may even want a copy of this report for yourself! 
Please note the next several of issues may be delayed or shorted due to my having returned
to school..…so please be patient with me.
Also…for those of you who have contacted me about website updates, I’ve got a terrific
new Web Designer named Mike Katz who is, and will be providing the required updates on a
more timely basis. For more than 6 months I’ve been unable to contact Chris, my old web
designer because he’s off in the world writing screen plays. I wish him all the best yet I also
welcome Mike!
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Gift Certificates are now available for Readings, Reports and Workshops. Parents: Natal
consultations about Children /Teens! Makes excellent Birth, Graduation or Sweet 16 Gifts.
E-mail me for details at mailto: FuchsiaStars@aol.com or visit websites at
www.KarmicAstrology.tv or www.FuchsiaStars.com for details.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Happy Birthday Capricorn the Sea Goat! Happy Birthday to all of those born from
December 22 – January 21! Key Phrase for Capricorn is “I UTLIZE ”
Capricorn is a Cardinal (action oriented, initiator), earth (pragmatic and grounded) sign
located in the Eastern Hemisphere of the chart. Capricorn governs the 10 th house of the
natural zodiac. Capricorns are considered the workaholics of the zodiac and Saturn expects
nothing less from us then he is willing to do himself. Capricorns are dutiful, reliable and
steady. Capricorns were the children who everyone would seek advice from. Many
Capricorns were old before their time, wise beyond their years and very mature. They tend
to act younger with each passing year wanting to make up for all that lost time! Capricorn in
health issues relates to the skin, bones/skeletal system, knees and arthritis…illnesses
where inflexibility or rigidity settles in the body.
Your ruling planet is the restrictive and structured planet Saturn. In traditional astrology,
Saturn is considered to be a malefic planet and tends to operate through our fear. Saturn
is considered to be thrifty, tactful, disciplined, stern, cold and severe. When Saturn
transits our chart he usually brings some kind of limitation to our lives. Frustration and
hard work is expected from Saturn. If you have met the challenge and worked through a
Saturn transit, you will often manifest wisdom and benefits from your hard work.
Sometimes when Saturn transits your chart decisions are made or finalized. On the positive
side when you are self-disciplined and self-directed at a task, accomplishment and financial
gain is your “Saturnian” reward. If you have Saturn strong in your chart, you may be drawn
to antiques, ruins, ancient times and even collecting old objects of substance and worth.
Saturn and the sign of Capricorn reside in the 10th house of the zodiac and starts at the
cusp called the MC or Medium Coeli. The 10th house is typically linked to structures, real
estate, your public reputation and work in society, timing, cycles and wisdom earned as a
result of difficult tasks. The 10th house, the ruler of the 10th and planets in the 10th are
also symbolic of the mother, traditionally, or often the parent who was most influential in
your life. Saturn is a tough teacher and taskmaster, if you will. He sets limits, boundaries
and obstacles for us to overcome. Depending on how well we do, he may grant us a
“reward”…a reward for our hard work. In Karmic Astrology, Saturn plays an important role
and represents cycles of time. When we are in a “karmic” relationship, there is a feeling
of lack of control over the events and circumstances within the relationship. Through these
circumstances and events, we develop a new self-awareness, a new understanding of the
person we are involved with and also how we relate to the environment. Saturn will often
present us with someone approximately 7, 14, 21 years older or younger than ourselves.
“When the student is ready, the teacher (Saturn) will appear.” Some karmic relationships
are teacher/student, parent/child or counselor/patient. There is something which must be
taught, and something that needs to be learned and understood…by both participants.
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When there are Saturn contacts in synastry (chart comparison) it will usually augur a lasting
and binding relationship, although it may not always be an easy one.
Martin Schulman, in his wonderful Karmic Astrology series states: “Every time our
unconscious is working something out, it calls into our lives the people who have within the
pieces of the answer we are seeking.” What he means is that you may find that a certain
type of person or situation repeatedly enters your life. Just as you end a relationship with
one person with a particular problem, another enters your life, often disguised, with a
similar problem! (that is if you haven’t worked through and learned your lesson from
before) Sometimes the Universe brings you this situation or person as a “test” to see how
much you have learned from your last similar experience. Or…you may meet several people
consecutively with the same sun or moon sign or similar aspects. There is something the
universe is pointing you towards and you must pay attention to what is being presented for
you to learn. This is Saturn – the wise teacher and why others often consult Capricorn’s for
their cut to the chase advice.
Capricorn’s polar opposite (10th house – public reputation, real estate, business affairs,
power, credit, profession and the Mother) is the cardinal, water sign Cancer (4th house –
home, family, children, the past and root in early childhood). Career versus home life,
working and family are issues that are frequently in conflict for Capricorns, also contingent
upon other areas of the birth chart. When under stress each sign will operate through the
most negative characteristics of their polar opposite, the sign 180 degrees opposite itself.
In this case, when under stress, Capricorn can become …just like cardinal, watery Cancer,
ruled by the Moon and become emotionally distraught, moody and temperamental
withdrawing, crawling into its shell for self-nurturing, distance and comfort.
When Saturn transits your birth chart or if Saturn is prominent in your chart, you may
experience restrictions, boundary issues, and extra responsibilities.
Somewhere inside my evolution
Karmically I seek retribution
Looking for love in physical beauty
Desire is the drug of the bourgeoisie
And now I try to intellectualize
Like a glimmer of good in a bad man's eyes
I am consumed by the flesh haunting me
I know temptation taunts the empty
The decadence of giving into desire
Creates such entropy within
Looking for love in spiritual faces
Blind to the art of fabrication
I'm like a baby sucking mama's milk
Want to drink my fill and then some
Leave me alone
I always thought I was better than this
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But temptation tempts the temptee
This physicality
Shifting me chemically
Such power over me
It's just desire
I know it's treachery (shifting me chemically)
I know it's just skin deep (such power over me)
I know I should resist
I'm just too tired
Too tired
There's just one thing missing
One thing missing here is
Love
Darren Hayes – I Like the Way - The Tension and the Spark CD
Famous Capricorns: Happy Birthday to Rudyard Kipling, British Nobel Prize-winning Poet,
December 30th, Henri Matisse, French Painter, and Actor Anthony Hopkins December 31 st,
American Flag Seamstress Betsy Ross, January 1st, Sir Isaac Newton, British
Mathematician, January 4th, Alvin Ailey, NY Dance Company founder, January 5th,
Astrologer/Astronomer Johannes Kepler, January 6 th, Singers/Performers Elvis Presley and
David Bowie, January 8th and Howard Stern, Radio Personality, January 12th.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Free 10 minute astrology reading for the first 15 people who contact me via e-mail
between today and the Full Cancer Moon on January 14th.
Full 1 hour or 90 minute astrology readings or 20 minute or more tarot readings are
available on weekdays in January 2006 at 9am EST or from 7pm-10pm EST as well as
weekends upon request. I can be a bit flexible from day to day, and may open up
additional times during the day if it makes a reading possible for you. For information
on a birth chart, update or transits reading, please visit my websites under “PLACE AN
ORDER”. If you have questions or difficulty with placing an order, e-mail here or
phone 732-462-5239 and I can send you a money request for credit card submission.
An astrological consultation is a great way to gain insight into the New Year!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Tarot Card # 15 XV – The Devil – Symbolic of Capricorn
The Devil Card in the Rider Waite Tarot deck is symbolic of some of the feelings we have
when in an addictive relationship. We may feel so completely bonded to this person in an
almost obsessive way. Because of this obsession we will often feel tied down or stifled by
the intensity of this energy almost as if it is against our will! We often merge with this
person on a very deep level losing our independence and allowing ourselves to be controlled
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and enslaved to this addictive feeling of sexual love. When we become addictive in our love
patterns we often get caught up in appearances and the physical part of the relationship.
We begin to limit ourselves, choosing to stay in the dark about other areas of the
relationship. When we neglect seeing other areas of the relationship we can start to think
negatively about seeing the relationship without this passionate energy and the intensity of
the connection. We can become stuck in fear and doubt at this point.
On a mundane level, The Devil symbolizes our obsession with materialism. You may feel
bound, controlled and owned by the possessions you have acquired, fearful of not having
enough. We “are” what we own or without those “things” we are no one. Possessions and
what we own only reflect our own inner insecurities, if that is all that brings us happiness.
This doesn’t always have to be a physical object as it can be a thought or a belief that keeps
you stuck or self confined in self-destructive patterns, preventing of self-sabotaging your
happiness.
The Symbol of The Devil may appear in a reading during a time when it’s time to focus on
ridding your obsessions over people, situations and material possessions that controls your
life.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
EARTH RENEWAL MOON (Snow Goose)
In Native American Astrology, those born from December 22 nd - January 19th are born
under the Earth Renewal Moon and their animal totem is the Snow Goose. Their color is
white and quartz is their totem in the mineral kingdom. Quartz is a fairly hard mineral and
comes in a variety of smoky pastel colors. Quartz is a power stone and has the ability to
transmit and receive energy through it. Like the quartz, the Snow Goose has the ability to
transmit and receive great powers to and from the universe. They have the ability to see
clearly as long as they do not become too hard in their views or philosophies.
If you have ever seen Snow Geese flying overhead, you will see them fly in a V shape with an
adult female as the lead goose. Each goose helps to break the air by those who follow. They
make quite an impression on us with their “honking” and precision in flight. Snow Geese are
also known to be nitpickers because they hate when things are left undone.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
December/January, 2006
Our Moon changes signs approximately every 2 ½ days.
December 22, 2005 – The Sun enters contracting Capricorn – Happy Birthday
Capricorn! Capricorn is a cardinal, earth (grounded) sign and will be discussed in next
month’s issue of Lunar Notes.
December 24, 2005 – Venus in Aquarius conjunct Chiron turned backwards at 1
Aquarius 27’. Venus is daughters, money, values, love, beauty, art, and relating. In the sign
of Aquarius Venus is a good friend, she want a friend in her lover and once in a relationship
seeks freedom and diversity. Venus in Aquarius, although fixed, is not possessive in love.
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Moving side by side with Chiron, gives her the ability and desire to heal her relationship to
others and to herself. Perhaps it’s time to get a handle on your finances. While Venus
stationed retrograde today, she will separate from Chiron and move back into practical
Capricorn on January 2, 2006. Venus in Capricorn desires commitment and monogamy. With
Venus moving backwards retracing it’s steps in Capricorn gives us the opportunity, from now
until February 3, 2006 when she turns direct, to reevaluate what truly makes us happy in
our personal relationship. What we value and how we value ourselves is highlighted during
this time. Often old loves return to resolve unfinished business. It’s not a good time to
purchase anything of value or beauty because when Venus turns direct, you will grow
disillusioned with your purchase. You simply may not value it as much as you thought you did.
It’s also not a good time to begin a new relationship. You’re really not seeing the other
person clearly or they aren’t presenting their true self to you. Sometimes we don’t feel
desire when Venus is moving backwards, or we don’t feel that we are desirable. Because of
this lack of desire it is even more important that you take extra good care of your
appearance during this time
December 28, 2005 – Mars at 10 degrees of Taurus squares Saturn at 10 degrees of
Leo exactly today but watch up to one week earlier as this aspect begins to culminate. This
is called an approaching square and I associate it with a tidal wave. The build up of energy
give us the clue and warns us to run, to take cover before the actual wave hits. Mars is
anger, assertion of energy, it’s hot and red and fiery. Mars is also in the sign of the Bull!
Ever try to get a bull to back down?? Saturn is boundaries, restrictions, karma, buildings
and structures. Saturn is in the sign of Leo and Leo is proud and dramatic. Mars wants his
own way and charges ahead furiously…Saturn in the proverbial “brick wall” that says first,
you need to pay $100 to “Get out of jail” or to “pass go”. Mars is head strong and says,
“yeah, right” and charges ahead regardless of the penalties involved. This aspect was also
exact on November 18th. However the aspect has been within 3 degrees of exactitude from
November 9th through January 6th! Move slowly. Mars ends the month at 21 Taurus36’.
January 1, 2005 – HAPPY NEW YEAR! This is a perfect time to send healing energy
to the Earth. 1 + 1 + 2 + 0 + 0 + 5 = 9 day in an 8 Year.
January 6, 2006 – Epiphany marks the 12th day of Christmas and a time of new beginnings.
Give blessings and gratitude for all that you have. Sending positive thoughts to our Earth
Mother for all she has suffered this past year would be a nice way of showing gratitude.
Visualize that which you desire, the same as you would on the New Moon.
January 14, 2006 – Full Moon 24 Cancer 05’ – Cancer is a cardinal, water sign. She is
extra sensitive and intuitive in her own sign. Children, home, family, fathers, the end of the
matter and real estate are highlighted.
January 16, 2006 – Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
January 29, 2006 – New Moon – 09 Aquarius 32 – Friendships, hopes, wishes, the future,
groups and organizations and counselors are highlighted.
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January 29, 2006 – Chinese New Year: Dog. Those born in the year of the Dog are
cheerful, direct, responsible, honest and loyal. They make good companions and trustworthy
friends and are excellent conversationalists. Dogs are so enthusiastic they can be a bit
overwhelming. Although they have difficulty finding the right partner, because they are
loyal, once they have found a mate, they remain faithful for life. Dogs are very hard
workers. They tend to take their time in warming up to others. Dog years follow Rooster
years and will appear in 12 year cycles.
Jupiter in Scorpio - Jupiter begins the month of December at 13 Scorpio 18’ and ends the
month at 17 Scorpio 13’. See where Jupiter transits in your natal or progressed chart for
further clarification. With Jupiter in Scorpio, we seek a deeper meaning of what’s
underneath the surface fluff. Cultivating and expanding your view of the inner dynamics of
relating and gaining success in the same is likely. Jupiter is all about expansion and in
Scorpio expanding your ability to penetrate deep rooted issues that have been holding you
back. The ability to cultivate your perceptions and intuition is highlighted in this sign.
Jupiter stays in the sign of Scorpio through November 24, 2006
Saturn turned retrograde at 11 Leo 18 on November 22nd. – Saturn begins the month of
December at 09 Leo 55’ and will end the month at 07 Leo 36’. Saturn is all about our
physical structures, restrictions and limitations as well as boundaries. Our outer skin is one
of these boundaries that keep us “together”. Saturn rules the skin, knees and skeletal
structures. Saturn is also about our commitments to our personal structure and karma. If
you have not acted with integrity or been responsible, Saturn will make you aware of it by
creating some limitation, boundary or lesson to re-learn. If you have been working hard,
Saturn will possibly set up a task in which you need to prove yourself. Saturn rewards those
who have worked hard through difficult times. Saturn in Leo will restructure what we know
about patriarchy, parenting, responsibility, excessive pride and the ego. If you have planets
in conjunction (the same sign and approximately the same degree) opposition to this degree
(Aquarius) or in square (Scorpio and Taurus) you will feel the effects of Saturn moving
backwards in your chart.
Uranus starts the month of December at 07 Pisces 43’ and ends at 09 Pisces 04’ When Uranus transits opposite natal Venus, you may encounter a new love or the break up of
an existing relationship. If you have a daughter, she may prove more rebellious or in need of
freedom. If Uranus is transiting opposite natal Mercury, you may feel more restless and not
require as much sleep. You may have sudden flashes of insight. Do not be surprised and the
quickness to which you act and respond to events and people in your life when Uranus makes
contact with your personal planets.
Neptune starts the month of December 15 Aquarius 58’. If you have planets in
conjunction (the same sign and approximately the same degree) opposition to this degree
(Leo) or in square (Scorpio and Taurus) you will feel the illusive effects of Neptune’s transit
the most over time. The dissolution of boundaries and illusions or the uncovering of the
truth will be revealed when Neptune transits your personal planets Illusions shattered and
pierced and the veil of denial lifted. Neptune will end the month at 17 Aquarius 02’.
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Pluto starts the month of November at 23 Sagittarius 44’ and ends up at 25
Sagittarius 52’. Pluto is in a fire sign burning holes in belief systems that no longer suit our
life purpose. Pluto is all about personal power and regeneration, throwing out the old and
bringing in the new, oftentimes after a complete overhaul! Pluto in Sagittarius is dogmatic
and reveals religious, political and philosophical truths. Purging false beliefs in these areas
of life has been ongoing. Change doesn’t’ always feel good. We tend to seek comfort in all
things. Pluto isn’t necessarily about comfort. Pluto transits feel anything but comfortable.
Pluto tends to change you on a very deep psychological level. I compare Pluto’s energy to
erosion. It takes a very long time for the wind, sun and ocean tides to wear down the
beaches and rock. Little by little with each crashing wave, particles of minerals and sand
are removed. Over long periods of time, new surfaces and formations emerge sometimes
changing the geography of the shoreline. This happens too within our psyche with some
assistance from Pluto. Pluto and the 8th house is where psychotherapy finds its strength.
Pluto is also about power. Owning your own power in the house Pluto transits is intensely
focused at this time.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
SABIAN SYMBOL’S:
For those of you unfamiliar with the Sabian Symbol, the original Sabian Symbols were
written in 1931 by Marc Edmond Jones. Dane Rudhyar later revised the symbols and others
have re-interpreted the symbols periodically. Lynda Hill writes one of my favorite modern
interpretations. The basis of these symbols is derived from the 360 degrees in the
zodiacal circle. Each sign of the zodiac: Aries, Taurus, Gemini and so forth, is comprised of
30 degrees. Since there are 12 signs in the zodiac, that would be 12 signs X 30 degrees =
360 degrees. There are 360 Sabian Symbols and each symbol coincides with and describes
each degree of the zodiac. If you know your birth chart, utilizing these symbols for each of
your planetary placements is rather telling and will provide you with greater insight into
your own character traits and motivations.
NEW MOON – DECEMBER 31, 2005 – 09 Capricorn 32’’
New Moon = New Beginnings. New Moons augur a time to start new projects. Seeds (ideas
and positive energy) planted during a New Moon will culminate and flourish during the Full
Moon.
SABIAN SYMBOL for 10 Capricorn:
AN ALBATROSS FEEDING FROM THE HAND OF A SAILOR
One might believe that a sailor would prove to be a natural enemy of the albatross for he
hardened from sailing around the world. In this symbol, however, he extends his hand and
nourishment to the albatross. There is some unspoken communication between the two that
permits a sense of trust to permeate the atmosphere. The albatross feels safety and
gratitude towards the sailor’s generosity.
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Often the gentlest acts of kindness are those most appreciated. Birds of all kinds are
symbols of spirit. They are spiritual messengers, often with a message that only we can
hear. The ominous size of the albatross might have created fear in the sailor. Overcoming
fear of the unknown and entertaining a certain amount of risk taking elevates our higher
consciousness.
FULL MOON – JANUARY 14, 2006 – 24 Cancer 05’
With a Full Moon, we see a culmination or coming to a head the seeds planted during the
previous New Moon cycle. Lunar ruled Cancer is usually more affected by a Full Moon and
especially in her own sign. Since the January 14th Full Moon falls in the sign of Cancer, this
lunar energy will be emphasized. Cancer is an emotional water sign and resides in the 4th
house of the natural zodiac, ruled by our lunar maiden Moon . In the sign of Cancer, this Full
Moon is more emotionally intensified. Family, your roots, father, parenting, food and
nurturing will be highlighted.
SABIAN SYMBOL FOR 25 CANCER:
A LEADER OF MEN WRAPPED IN AN INVISIBLE CLOAK OF POWER
Because this leader of men has an “invisible” cloak of power, this person may not be
consciously aware of their strength and authority and how others revere them. It may also
be that others are unaware of the inherent leadership ability this person possesses. A
certain amount of responsibility and obligation is unavoidable for those who retain power.
Perhaps this symbol speaks of owing your own power and not permitting others to “unwrap”
or strip you of your power.
Where does this symbol fall in your birth chart?
NEW MOON – JANUARY 29, 2006 – 09 Aquarius 32’
SABIAN SYMBOL FOR 10 AQUARIUS:
A MAN WHO HAD FOR A TIME BECOME THE EMBODIMENT OF AN IDEAL IS
MADE TO REALIZE THAT AS A PERSON HE IS NOT THIS IDEAL
The keyword in this symbol is “Ideal”. When we idealize a person, place or object, we do not
always see it as it actually is. We project our own needs and desires of “perfection” onto
that person or object and place it on a pedestal. When we place a person, especially, on a
pedestal, we maintain expectations of how that individual should behave and act and look.
When an event shatters our illusions about a person, we become disillusioned and
disappointed. Our disappointment isn’t really about the person or object, but in ourselves
for either our denial of or our projection of an ideal. When we see the truth and not see
what we choose to believe, this new awareness can bring a tremendous amount of relief and
opportunity for personal growth.
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Because this symbol opposes transiting Saturn retrograde in Leo, it is important to stay
true to yourself and to your ideals. Now is the time to really see yourself and others for
who they are.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
SOUL MATES/RELATIONSHIPS:
The Capricorn/Cancer - Ascendant/Descendant Relationship Axis (1st house/7th house)
As mentioned in past issues, knowing your partners 7 th house cusp (the relationship house)
and the ruler of that house will indicate the type of partner you may attract or are
attracted to and the method of relating within a relationship.
The Ascendant or Rising sign is the sign rising on the horizon at the time of birth. This is
the face we show the world, our “mask” for which our Sun hides behind. This is our outer
personality, temperament and disposition as well as how we experienced our early home
environment growing up. It is the way others see us and also gives indication of our physical
appearance. The ruler of the Ascendant and the aspects (connections to other planets in
your birth chart) further delineate and define your physical appearance.
The Descendant, or 7th house cusp, its ruler and the aspects it makes in your birth chart, is
symbolic of the type of partner you are attracted to. The 7th house is the house of all
partnerships including marriage and legal contracts yet also considered the house of open
enemies or the Defendant in a law suit.
In relationships, Capricorn has a planetary rulership with karmic Saturn. If you have a
Capricorn Ascendant, you appear responsible, mature, controlled, serious, reserved, warm,
friendly and determined. Others look to you for advice and seek wisdom in your presence.
With Lunar ruled Cancer on the descendant you seek a home loving and family oriented
person, one who will make a good marriage partner. Attraction to a partner with those
qualities who is nurturing, has good parenting skills, a good cook, easily expresses emotions
and feelings and who is responsible with money is likely. A man with Capricorn on the
Ascendant may by physically attracted to the female form, especially the breasts.
One of the first things you could look at when you have the birth data of a potential
partner, is their Moon placement since the Moon rules your descendant.
It is also possible for a Capricorn Ascendant to attract a partner who has Saturn or the
Moon prominent in their chart. Prominent Saturn would be in aspect to the Sun, Moon, Mars
or Venus or elevated in conjunction to the MC (10th house cusp)or IC (4th house cusp)
conjunct or ruling their Ascendant or Descendant or Sun sign in Capricorn.
Knowing the date, time and place of birth is important in making the determination of the
Ascendant or Rising sign, the sign rising on the horizon at the time of birth. This cusp sets
up all the other house cusps that are the divisions of the houses or areas of life.
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Next month the mutable Aquarius/Leo Axis will be highlighted.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
IMPORTANT MESSAGES:
PETS!
During this holiday season, so many people adopt or purchase pets for themselves or for
their loved ones. Oftentimes, these pets become unwanted and are either given back up for
adoption or worse, abused or abandoned. I’ve seen so many beautiful, loving, strays
wandering the streets. I’ve cared for quite a few of them myself and continue to do so.
I’ve even adopted a few of my own this past year. Please consider adopting a pet only if you
are willing to make a commitment to it over time. There is nothing worse than seeing a cat
or dog, accustomed to living in a nice home, given up for adoption and placed back in the
SPCA for re-adoption or abandoned on the street. When animals are abandoned they are
left not knowing how to defend themselves. They are left out in the cold weather to wander
around without food or shelter to live out a rather tragic life.
Even if you do not want to adopt a pet, perhaps you would like to make a donation to your
favorite shelter. Money donations are great yet other tax deductible donations such as
food, blankets, toys, and cages are accepted, to name a few. Thank you!!
Monmouth County SPCA
http://mcspca.server101.com/
ASPCA: The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
http://www.aspca.org/site/PageServer
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FEED THE HUNGRY
Please click on this link www.hungersite.com to donate (for free) food to the Hungry, Save
the Rainforest, and Contribute to Literacy in this country, and other important causes.
Make someone’s New Year a happier one.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I received a request to post this important information to my website and it will be located
at www.FuchsiaStars.com – Healing Section under BPD-Borderline Personality Disorder.
Please take time to visit this website and increase your awareness about this Personality
Disorder. With each passing year, the percentage of diagnosis for this disorder increases.
“I am writing to you from a Charity in the UK. We provide information, advice and support to those
with mental health issues but focus on borderline personality disorder.
As I hope you are aware the resources available to those coping with BPD or their loved ones is
limited. We are the first registered charity in the UK who help those with this disorder I hope this
outlines the problem's bpd's face.
We are providing a three day international conference next May in the hope it will educate the
many people out there that have bpd or involvement with BPD.
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I’m asking for your understanding in how serious the problem is for bpd's and their loved ones
and would ask you to display the attached banner on your website to make people aware that
their is some where they can go.
The link that would have to go behind the banner is www.bpdworld.org/conference.doc this is also
some where you can go for further information.
Take care always,
Joshua Cole (Chairman)
http://www.bpdworld.org/
Office/Fax : 08700 887053
INFO LINE: 0870 00 56787
HELP LINE: 0870 005 3273
BPDWORLD | TRINITY BUILDINGS | CALDER VALE ROAD | WAKEFIELD | WF1 5PE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
DATA REQUEST/OTHER

DONATIONS
This newsletter is Free, but a one-time donation of $12
would be greatly appreciated, only $1.00 per issue. This helps pay for the
time to write, research and post.
You can pay by credit card Via Paypal or by providing your e-mail address to me at
FuchsiaStars@aol.com and I will send you a money request. You may also provide
this information via phone at 732-462-5239. Thank you to those of you who have
already contributed!
Thank you to all the people who have written in through the soul mate website recently and
sharing your birth data and stories with me. If anyone has experience with an acquaintance
with Borderline Personality Disorder and can provide birth data for a loved one or friend
with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD), or PTSD – Post Traumatic Stress Disorder,
names are not necessary and data will be held confidential, please e-mail me directly with
the word BPD in the subject heading of your mail to FuchsiaStars@aol.com and I will e-mail
you what I need for the research for future lectures on BPD.
I'm also seeking birth data for a friend or loved one with Schizophrenia. Please type this
word in the subject heading of your confidential mail to FuchsiaStars@aol.com.
Additionally, I’m also seeking birth data and experiences for children born between 19881990. These experiences could involve a family, health or education crisis. I would also like
to know if a child born during this time has received a diagnosis of ADD or ADHD. If so, is
this child on medication of any kind. Please tell me the type of diet the child maintains. In
the subject heading of your mail to me please type the words “INDIGO KIDS” and I will email you what I need. All information will be held in confidence.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
WORKSHOPS/CLASSES:
Tarot Basics Workshop and online coaching as needed forming each month!
TAROT READINGS – Call or e-mail me for additional information or to book a reading in
advance: (732) 462-5239
Call for dates and times – Weekdays and Weekends.
Introduction to Astrology – A Series of 5 Classes/5 Tapes $89.95 plus postage.
The Four Asteroid Goddesses and Chiron – Two Lecture Tapes $18.95 plus postage.
AFA Lecture Tapes for SALE!
Karmic Relationships $9.95
Borderline Personality Disorder $12.95
Cyber/Addictive Relationships and Adultery $9.95 plus postage.
Reiki Healing Energy available up on request.
Gift Certificates are available for Classes, Workshops, Reports and Readings.
Solar Return Analysis: This is your Birthday chart! It is an astrological chart cast for your
birthday that describes what your upcoming year will be like and the energies you are likely
to encounter during the year. Call for prices!
Relationship Reports: Compatibility and Composite charts: Synastry compares any two
charts for compatibility. A Composite: A separate chart of the relationship itself! Call for
prices!
Child Report: Natal consultations about Children /Teens! Makes excellent Birth,
Graduation or Sweet 16 Gifts. Call for prices!
Moon Phases Report: This wonderful 3 page report shows the Lunar Phases from birth,
Progressed Moon Ingress dates starting from your time of birth.
Fixed Star Report: This report explores the myths and the meaning of the fixed stars in
your birth chart. Authored by Bernadette Brady, this report is approximately 16-20 pages).
This report is so incredibly accurate and is one of my favorite reports!
Lectures Tapes available go to www.KarmicAstrology.tv or www.FuchsiaStars.com to order
or e-mail me directly at FuchsiaStars@aol.com
Tarot Readings/Coaching Classes: Online via AOL, or by Phone. Please contact Lorraine at
FuchsiaStars@aol.com for additional information.
Numerology Reports: Sent via e-mail or regular mail. Contact Lorraine Valente at
FuchsiaStars@aol.com or 732-462-5239.
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Credit Card Payments accepted via PAYPAL online at www.KarmicAstrology.tv or
www.FuchsiaStars.com Checks accepted via regular mail.
Donations towards the maintenance of this newsletter are always welcome and can be
provided through PayPal through my websites.
Have a wonderful month! Thank you so much for subscribing. I hope to see you again next
month for the 44th Issue of Lunar Notes will appear in your e-mail end of January. Your
questions and comments are always welcome.

Love,
Lorraine
© 2004, 2005 Lorraine Valente. All rights reserved
FuchsiaStars Astrological Guidance
FuchsiaStars@aol.com
732-462-5239
www.KarmicAstrology.tv www.FuchsiaStars.com
»§«:*´`³¤³´`*:»§« Lorraine »§«:*´`³¤³´`*:»§ ©

“FuchsiaStars Lunar Notes" may be forwarded in its entirety for personal use only, if it is
sent in its entirety. Permission to post is required. All rights reserved.
You may unsubscribe from this group directly through www.Yahoogroups.com.
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